Abstract - In this study a review is carried out on the advanced use of Particle Image Velocimetry Analysis (PIV Analysis) and Digital Image Correlation Techniques (DIC Techniques), to a series of physical model tests performed over the last 5 years. Several dry and semi-submerged scaled slope models have been built and tested under enhanced gravity at the ETH Zurich drum geotechnical centrifuge and on the one degree of freedom earthquake simulator at the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA). During these tests, PIV and DIC techniques have been applied, as well as optical fibre measurements, with main goal to define failure mechanisms and strains developed. Correspondent prototype numerical models have also been built with the use of the finite element stress analysis technique. The wide range of applications and the combination of image analysis with other techniques in order to provide comprehensive results about the behavior of the actual geotechnical models is presented and discussed. The physical model tests have also high educational interest.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Experimental investigation of geotechnical constructions is commonly applied in order to provide useful information concerning their behaviour during various loading events. It is performed either by means of full scale testing or by using small scale physical models and static or seismic loading can be applied in order to define stress levels and kinematically admissible collapse mechanisms [1], [2], [3].

In the design phase of the physical model tests, apart from scaling laws and model preparation, attention should be paid to measurement systems that are used [4], [5], [6]. Load cells are commonly applied to measure forces acting in the soil, pore pressure and degree of saturation can be determined by means of suitable transducers and classical deformation measurements are made using Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) as well as linear potentiometers [7]. Strain measurements are also very important and involved in many material properties and parameters such as stress-strain curve, Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus etc. By using conventional instruments that measure strains, information only about specific points inside the area of interest are provided. Creating strain maps with the use of additional sensors would be very expensive and not practical since the large amount of sensors inside a scale model would alter its characteristics and would affect the results. Image analysis methods such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Digital Image Correlation (DIC) techniques can provide full field strain measurements on the experimental models and contour map of strains can be created at the entire area of interest.

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis is a velocity measuring technique which was originally applied in the field of experimental fluid mechanics [8]. PIV analysis has also been used to observe soil behaviour in physical modelling of geotechnical constructions [9], [10], [11], [12]. In the current study, GeoPIV [13] is applied in order to define strains and failure mechanisms on scaled slope models, during various loading scenarios. GeoPIV is a MatLab module which implements PIV in a manner suited to geotechnical testing, in order to gather displacement data from sequences of digital images captured during the tests.

The Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique [14], [15] is an optical method that uses correlation analysis in order to examine digital images of models, taken during various loading scenarios, such as self-weight and external loading. Consecutive images are captured with a digital camera during the deformation period and the changes on the surface characteristics are recorded and evaluated. The small or large scale models need to be properly prepared in order to apply the method. A reference image before loading begins is necessary to be taken and then a series of digital images during the deformation process. By using the appropriate computer software the deformed images are compared to the reference image by correlating all the pixels and strain distribution map can be created. In the current study Vic2D [16] that uses optimized correlation algorithms to provide full-field displacement and strain data on planar specimens is applied.

2. PIV AND DIC APPLICATIONS ON SLOPE MODELS

Several slope models were built and tested under enhanced gravity at the ETH Zurich drum geotechnical centrifuge [17] and on the APS 400 Electro-Seis, one degree of freedom earthquake simulator of NTUA [18], incorporating PIV and DIC techniques. In the following, the setup and loading procedure of the tests are described, representative results are shown and the plurality of the optical method’s applications is highlighted.
In particular, scaled reinforced slopes were accelerated progressively up to 50g in the geotechnical centrifuge and PIV Analysis via GeoPIV code was applied. Optical fibre sensors were attached on the reinforcement layers and linear strains were measured during the increasing of the g-level [19] [20]. Correspondent full scale numerical models were also analyzed via a finite element stress analysis code [21]. In total, three different approaches were used for the investigation of the models, providing a comprehensive view of their behaviour. The combination of these methods was performed for the first time for the purposes of this study and individual results have been presented also in the past.

Additionally, dry slope models, stabilized by a vertical retaining wall were tested and failure mechanisms during seismic loading events up to 0.24g and 0.36g were defined, with the use of PIV Analysis via GeoPIV code. Landslide phenomena, scour and soil erosion mechanisms due to water were also studied via Vic2D and representative results are demonstrated. To the authors’ knowledge study of semi-submerged slopes via Vic2D was performed for the first time for the purposes of the current study.

3. SCALES REINFORCED SLOPES IN THE GEOTECHNICAL CENTRIFUGE

Several wrap-around reinforced sand slope models were built with the same geometry inside a strong box with dimensions 400 by 400 mm in plan and 200 mm in height. The facing slope inclination was 2V:1H and the total height of the model at 200 mm. The height of the reinforced soil slope was 180 mm and was built on a 20 mm layer of sand. Scaled reinforcement layers with length 110-190 mm were uniformly spaced every 20 mm. The soil material used was Perth sand from the west coast of Australia. Perth sand is white, fine grained sand with rounded grains, with angle of deposition is between 310 to 330 and diameter of the grains between 0.125-0.5 mm. This soil is classified as uniform sand [21].

The models were built layer after layer using dry pluviation with constant flow rate and distance to the model in order to achieve a constant density of the sand D=60%. To be able to stabilise the model for the transfer to and the instalment into the centrifuge a predefined small amount of water was added layer by layer throughout the construction to provide suction. Most of the water was removed through tubes on the strong box that were open during the increasing of g-level.

A transparent Plexiglas plate was used on one side of the box to enable side viewing of the models during the tests. Additionally, a painted grid pattern was printed on it in order to measure deformations developed on the models using digital images and PIV analysis. The digital images were gained during all loading events with a high speed camera from Mikrotron [22] that was placed near the strong box on the side of the Plexiglas. Moreover, an amount of black coloured sand was placed inside the model and near the Plexiglas side to achieve contrast with the usual yellow coloured sand so that the deformations patterns will be more visible during PIV analysis. Further information about

the test setup can be found in Kapogianni et al. [10], [19]. Details about the sand used are given in Arnold and Laue [23]. Textile embedded optical fibre strain sensors SG were attached at various positions on the reinforcement sheets in order to measure the development of strains during the different loading events. In Figure 1 the model making procedure and test set up can be seen and in particular the optical fibre sensors on the reinforcement layers, the grid pattern and photogrammetric target sheet used for calibration during the GeoPIV analysis, the reinforced slope model built and an inside view of the geotechnical centrifuge.

Figure 1. Model making and test set up.

GeoPIV code was used in order to study the behaviour of the reinforced slope models during the increasing of the g-level in the geotechnical centrifuge. In Figure 2 an example of the analysis process can be seen as well as a comparison of the flow vectors created during the increasing of the g-level from 5g to 50g.

Figure 2. GeoPIV analysis process and flow vectors at 5g and 50g-level.

In Figure 3, flow vectors of the sand particles for g-level equal to 5g and 50g are presented as well as the correspondent strain field. As can be noted, density and magnitude of flow vectors are higher as the g-level increases and failure mechanisms are reflected for higher g-level, near the top of the slope models and after the reinforced soil mass end. At the bottom level near the face of the slopes, high
strains also occur, due to the small predefined amount of water that flows out of the model during the increasing of the g-level.

**Figure 3.** Strain field at and flow vectors at 5g and 50g.

Linear strains developed inside the slope models were recorded via optical fibre sensors attached on the reinforcement sheets. In Figure 4, some representative measurements are demonstrated for g-level up to 50, as well as the location of the optical fibre sensors on the PIV analysis strain map for g-level equal to 50. During GeoPIV analysis, shear strains were defined and therefore a comparison with the linear strain optical fibre measurements on the reinforcement sheets (x-x axis) could not be achieved. Representative correspondent prototype numerical models results are also noted. The failure mechanisms that derived by the finite element stress analysis of the prototype models were located after the reinforced soil mass end and near the vertical boundaries of the slope models. Investigation of the boundary effect was also performed and the results demonstrate that the failure mechanisms of the numerical models with limited boundaries were in good coherence to the correspondent ones of the experimental models. Further details of the numerical analysis can be found in Kapogianni et al [20].

**Figure 4.** Physical and numerical modelling of reinforced slopes.

The combination of physical modelling on scaled reinforced slopes in the geotechnical centrifuge, incorporating image analysis technique via GeoPIV and optical fibre sensors, with correspondent prototype numerical models was successfully performed during the current study. The optical fibre measurements provided useful information about the insight of the slope, while via the GeoPIV analysis, the shear strain map on the side of the slope models was created. The numerical modelling results were compared to the correspondent experimental ones. The methodology proposed can be applied on other geotechnical constructions and loading conditions, however further study should be made concerning the comparison of linear strain measurements via the optical fibre sensors with the GeoPIV shear strain analysis results.

4. STABILIZED DRY SLOPES SUBJECTED TO SEISMIC LOADING

GeoPIV was also used for the photogrammetric analysis of scaled dry slopes under seismic conditions. The models were stabilized by a vertical diaphragm wall and failure was achieved via seismic loading application, equal to 0.24g and 0.36g for time period t=20 sec. The test set-up is presented in Figure 5 and in particular the APS 400 Electro-Seis one degree of freedom shaking table, the camera set up for the digital images recording, the soil gradation and a characteristic accelerogram.

**Figure 5.** Test set–up, soil gradation and accelerogram.

The models were built with dimensions 200 by 150 mm in plan and 150 mm in height, with a vertical facing slope inclination inside a box made of Plexiglas. The soil material was cohesionless sand with angle of repose equal to 280 and a grid pattern was placed on one of the Plexiglas sides, for calibration during the PIV analysis. In Figure 6, the model imposed to seismic loading can be seen, the wedge failure mechanism at an intermediate phase of the loading procedure and the location of the sand particles as derived by the GeoPIV analysis.
The model was built again and scaled reinforcement sheets (geosynthetics) were used for stabilization of the slope at an angle approximately equal to 70°. Seismic loading equal to 0.36g was imposed and the results are presented in Figure 8. In particular, sand particle movements, flow vectors, and the strain field can be noted at an intermediate phase of the loading procedure, concluding that the stabilization via reinforcement was very efficient, leading to smaller slope displacements for higher seismic loading. The failure mechanism is located after the reinforced soil mass end, rather than the face of the slope, as expected.

Digital Image analysis via Vic2D was also applied on scaled dry slopes stabilized by a diaphragm wall, subjected to a high seismic loading equal to 0.5g for time period $t=20$ sec. The models were built with dimensions 170 by 150 mm in plan and 100 mm in height, with a vertical facing slope inclination and a slope of 70 mm height and angle of repose equal to 28° was built on the right side of the wall. The soil material was the same cohesionless sand used for the previous dynamic tests and a grid pattern was placed on one of the Plexiglas sides, for calibration during the DIC analysis. In Figure 9, the model imposed to seismic loading can be seen, at an intermediate phase of the loading procedure, as well as the results that derived by the analysis and in particular shear strains $e_{xy}$, as well as $e_{xx}$ and $e_{yy}$ strains at x and y axis respectively. A curved wedge failure mechanism
is reflected clearly and the diaphragm wall, in conjunction with the slope built on the right side of the wall leaded to stabilization of the model at a very high seismic loading equal to 0.5g.

The results that derived by the PIV and DIC analysis of stabilized dry slopes subjected to seismic loading gave a comprehensive view of their structural response. In particular, slopes stabilized by a retaining wall were analyzed via GeoPIV, shear strains were defined as well as the wedge failure mechanisms for 0.24g and 0.36g. For higher seismic loading, failure was bigger and the mechanisms were located near the face of the slope. Additionally, reinforced slopes were tested, where seismic loading equal to 0.36g was applied and the results demonstrated higher stability, as expected, as well as displacement of the failure mechanism location after the reinforced soil mass end. Dry slopes with a vertical diaphragm wall used for stabilization and a slope on the right side of the wall were also built and tested at high seismic loading equal to 0.5g and DIC analysis via Vic2D was successfully performed. Strains at x-x, y-y and x-y axis were defined as well as the wedges created during the seismic loading.

5. SEMI-SUBMERGED SLOPES AND SOIL EROSION

The dynamic response of semi-submerged slopes, scour and soil erosion were also studied at the one degree of freedom earthquake simulator of NTUA. Scaled slope models were built and tested and Image Analysis techniques were applied in order to define their behaviour and failure mechanisms.

Slopes with dimensions 170 and 150 mm in plan, 100 mm in height and slope inclination equal to 28° were built inside a Plexiglas box. A predefined amount of water was added up to 50 mm height and seismic loading equal to 0.3g was applied for time period t=20 sec. The beginning of the slope failure was observed for seismic loading equal to 0.16g and is presented in Figure 10. The flow vectors and strain map were defined via GeoPIV analysis and are presented for an intermediate phase of the loading procedure, as well as the failure mechanism that is located near the face of the slope models. As can be noted, the predefined amount of water added leaded to erosion of its surface.

The behaviour of the semi-submerged slopes was also studied via DIC analysis. The slope height was 100 mm, the angle of repose 28° and a predefined amount of water was added up to 40mm height. Maximum seismic loading equal to 0.3g was applied for time period t=20 sec and in Figure 11 the model after the loading procedure can be seen, as well as strains developed in y-y and x-x axis. The results demonstrate the erosion of the soil due to the water level during seismic loading and the phenomenon is reflected more clearly at the e_y strain field. During the model making procedure, the predefined amount of water added reached the upper layers of the slope model, resulting to increase of soil strength, leading to scour of its surface due to suction. This phenomenon was illustrated by the DIC analysis.
The dynamic response of semi-submerged slopes and soil erosion was successfully studied via GeoPIV and Vic2D analysis and the results presented demonstrate strains developed as well as the correspondent failure mechanisms. During GeoPIV analysis, shear strains were defined, while via Vic2D, strains on y-y axis were reflected more clearly. Soil erosion was presented in Figures 10 and 11, while in Figure 12 the phenomenon was limited due to the diaphragm wall placed for stabilization. In Figure 13 a comparison of the soil failure due to seismic loading is presented between the dry slope stabilized by a vertical retaining wall (Fig. 9), the semi-submerged slope without retaining wall (Fig. 11) and the semi-submerged slope with a retaining wall (Fig.12). The comparison is performed in terms of strain at y-y axis (eyy) and it can be noted that failure of the dry slope, stabilized by a vertical wall was smaller as expected, while soil erosion of the semi-submerged slope without stabilization was very high as well as scour of its surface due to suction. At the semi-submerged slope stabilized via the retaining wall, strains on y-y axis are medium.

Figure 12. Semi-submerged slope model stabilized by a retaining wall.

The dynamic response of semi-submerged slopes and soil erosion was successfully studied via GeoPIV and Vic2D analysis and the results presented demonstrate strains developed as well as the correspondent failure mechanisms. During GeoPIV analysis, shear strains were defined, while via Vic2D, strains on y-y axis were reflected more clearly. Soil erosion was presented in Figures 10 and 11, while in Figure 12 the phenomenon was limited due to the diaphragm wall placed for stabilization. In Figure 13 a comparison of the soil failure due to seismic loading is presented between the dry slope stabilized by a vertical retaining wall (Fig. 9), the semi-submerged slope without retaining wall (Fig. 11) and the semi-submerged slope with a retaining wall (Fig.12). The comparison is performed in terms of strain at y-y axis (eyy) and it can be noted that failure of the dry slope, stabilized by a vertical wall was smaller as expected, while soil erosion of the semi-submerged slope without stabilization was very high as well as scour of its surface due to suction. At the semi-submerged slope stabilized via the retaining wall, strains on y-y axis are medium.

Figure 13. Comparison of strains developed in y-y axis, due to seismic loading.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, several scaled slope models were built and tested under enhanced gravity in a geotechnical centrifuge and on a one degree of freedom earthquake simulator and Particle Image Velocimetry analysis and Digital Image Correlation techniques were applied. Optical fibre measurements were incorporated in the centrifuge tests and correspondent prototype numerical models were built for comparison with the experimental results. Dry and semi-submerged sand slopes were also tested, under seismic loading and failure mechanisms were defined, as well as soil erosion and scour due to suction, via Image Analysis techniques. The results have also high educational interest since various phenomena correlated to slopes (stabilized or not) are reflected.

Concerning the centrifuge loading of scaled reinforced slopes, linear strain (x-x axis) optical fibre recordings were higher for higher g-level and at the lower level of the models, due to the overburden, as expected. GeoPIV analysis reflected the failure mechanisms and shear strains, after the reinforced soil mass end. The numerical results of the correspondent prototype models that derived by the application of the finite element stress analysis were in good coherence with the image analysis results. The combination of physical modelling on scaled reinforced slopes, incorporating image analysis techniques via GeoPIV and optical fibre sensors, with correspondent prototype numerical models was performed for the first time in the current study and provided with a comprehensive view of the slope’s behaviour. The methodology used can potentially be applied on other geotechnical constructions.

The results that derived by the PIV and DIC analysis of stabilized dry slopes subjected to seismic loading gave a comprehensive view of their structural response. Slopes stabilized by a retaining wall were analyzed via GeoPIV and wedge failure mechanisms were defined. Reinforced slopes were also tested and higher stability for higher seismic loading was observed, as expected. The failure mechanisms of the reinforced slopes were located after the reinforced soil mass end. Dry slopes with a vertical wall used for stabilization and a slope on the right side of the wall were also built and tested at high seismic loading and DIC analysis was successfully performed. The failure mechanisms demonstrated the wedge created during the seismic loading and strains at x-x, x-y and y-y axis were defined.

The dynamic response of semi-submerged slopes, scour due to suction and soil erosion were also studied via GeoPIV and Vic2D and the results presented demonstrate strains developed as well as the correspondent failure mechanisms. During the model making procedure, the predefined amount of water added reached the upper layers of some of the slope models, resulting to increase of soil strength and leading to scour of their surface due to suction. A comparison of the soil failure due to seismic loading was made between a dry slope stabilized by a vertical diaphragm wall, a semi-submerged slope without retaining wall and a semi-submerged slope with a diaphragm wall. Failure of the dry slope, stabilized by the wall was smaller as expected, while soil erosion of the semi-submerged slope without stabilization was very high as well as scour of its surface due to suction. At the semi-submerged slope stabilized via the retaining wall, strains were of medium strength. To the authors’ knowledge, the application of DIV techniques at semi-submerged slopes subjected to seismic loading was successfully performed for the first time for the purposes of the current study.

In conclusion, the combination of physical and numerical analysis methods, the application of optical fibre sensors
technology, as well as Image Analysis techniques, such as PIV and DIC, can give useful information about the geotechnical behaviour of the models and the actual methods used and can be complimentary to each other. Apart from slope models, the techniques presented in the current study can potentially be used in other kind of geotechnical structures subjected to centrifuge and/or seismic loading.
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